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ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF LEVY FLOWS

HIROSHI KUNITA AND jAE-PILL 011*

O. Introduction

In the past, we met the stochastic differential equations of the jump
type processes and the Levy processes in diffeomorphisms group, and
many other properties of Levy flows in [lJ and [3J. As we have
known, we can guess that the Levy processes are similar as the
Brownian motions in many sides. Thus, perhaps, it is reasonable to
think that some properties of Brownian motions may be preserved in
Levy processes, and we summarized mainly the asymptotic properties
of Levy flows by compairing with that of Brownian flows which will
be appeared in [4J. Of course, we can get the similar results as the
Brownian flows cases if we pay attention to the jump parts of Levy
processes, and it is the important and a little hard side when we
handle.

On the other hand, in [lJ and [3J, we already met the existence
theorems and the representation theorems of Levy flows in case of the
square integrable Levy processes. But we will weaken the square
integrable condition, and then think mainly the infinitesimal generators
of Levy flows.

Section I is the preliminary part, and we define the stationary
Levy process with its characteristics and the stochastic integral of the
Levy process.

In Section n, we get the representation theorem of Levy flow
without the square integrable condition. Thus our result is more
general than that of [lJ and [3J. We also meet some results about
the Cm-valued Levy process, the G~-valued Levy process and the Gm
valued Levy process. But they are also in [lJ and [3J. Therefore,
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we will skip their proofs.
In Section I, we get some results of our title. We divide it into

three subsections again. In subsection § 1, we treat mainly the deter
minant of Jacobian matrix of Levy flow and the asymptotic behaviors
of Levy flows in case of measure preserving. In subsection § 2 and
§ 3, we treat the asymptotic properties of Levy flows in case of not
measure preserving. They are distinguished as the case of the Levy
flow and the inverse flow of it, respectively.

I. Preliminaries
Let m be a nonnegative integer. Denote by Cm (Bd ; Bd) the set of

all maps f: Bd---+Bd which are m-times continuously differentiable. In
case m=O, it is often denoted by C(Bd ; Bd). Define the differential
operator Di by

Di= (0:1 ) k1 (0:2 )k2
••• ( o~ )kd,

where lkl =k1+k2+···+kd, and define the norm as

IIfllm=~~~ (i~,~b +l"~,,msz~~.lDkf(x) I.
Denote by C';(Rd ; Bd) the set {fEcm(Bd; Bd) ; Ilfllm<oo}. Then
it is a separable Banach space with the norm lI·lIm.

Denote by Cm(Bd ; Bd) the set of all Bd-valued functions g(x, y)
x, yEBd which are m-times continuously differentiable with respect
to each variables x and y. For gECm(Bd; Bd), define a norm as

IIgll;;;=su12. (1+ Igf)(i~ I\)+ L: sup .I D;D;g(x, y) I,
Z.yEI'( X Y l"lk\"m z,YER

and set C';(Bd ; Bd) = {gECm ; IIgll;;;<oo}.
Let Xt=X(t, w), tE [0, t] be a Cm-valued Levy process defined

on (Q, {J, P). We always assume that X t is stationary, and Xo=O.
Define the Poisson random measure Np((O, t]XA) over [0, T]XCm
associated to X t by

Np((O, t]XA)=# {sE (0, t];.::1X.EA}, .::1X.=X.-Xs-,

where A is a Borel subset of Cm excluding 0, and the intensity measure
lJp of N p by

lJp((O, t]XA)=E[Np((O, t]XA)].

Then since X t is stationary, lJp is the product measure: lJp(dt, df) =
dtv(df). The measure lJ is called the characteristic measure of X t•
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Let Xt(x) be the Cm-valued Levy process. Then for n-points x(n) =:
(Xl> Xz, ' .. , x n) ERnd where each XiERd, the n-point process Xt(x(n)

=: (Xt (Xl), X t (X2), ' .. , X t (Xn» is an nd-dimensional Levy process.
Levy process X t has independent increment, thus its characteristic
function is represented by the Levy-Khinchin's formula;

E[exPkt(ak' Xt(Xk»}]

{
• 1 •

=exp t ik~ (ak, b(Xk» -:Lj;laka(xk, xz)az

+J)exputI (ak' f(Xk») -l-i~1(ak, f(Xk»]V (df)

+ fuJexP(ikt (ak, f(Xk» -l]v(df)}, ( I . 1)

where
( I . 2) b (x) is an m-times continuously differentiable Rd-valued func

tion,
(1.3) a(x, y) (=aij(x, y» is an m-times continuously differentiable

dXd-matrix valued function such that aM (X, y) =alk(y, X) for any

k, 1=1,2, '.', d and x, yERd, and is nonnegative definite;

:t aia(xi, x)aj~O for any Xi, ajERd, and i, j=l, 2, "', n.
i.j:l

( 1.4) v is an a-finite measure on Cm such that v({O}) =0, and there
is an open neighborhood U of °in Cm which satisfies v(Uc) <00
and for any xERd and Ikj S;;m,

Su J Dkj(x) JZv(df) <00.
Note that the law of X t (w) is uniquely determined by the system

(a, b, v, U), and we call it as the characterirtics of the Cm-valued Levy
process X t •

Let X t (x) , tE[O, TJ, xERd be a Levy process with characteristics
(a, b, v, U), and ;}s, t be the least sub-a-field of ;} for which X u 

Xv ; sS;; v S;; u S;; t are measurable. Since X t (x) is a semimartingale, there
is the set uccm such that Xt(x) is decomposed to the sum of the
process of bounded variation B t (x) and the LZ-martingale process
Yt(x) where Yt(x) =Xt(x) -Bt(x) and

Bt(x) =:b(x)t+f f(x)Np((O, t], df). (1.5)
u'

Thus we can define the stochastic integral of the Levy process X t as
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5:X (tPr-> dr) ==5:Y(tPr-. dr) +5:b (tPr-) dr+51u/(tPr-) Np(dr, dj),

( 1.6)
where tPt is an ~s, t-adapted, right continuous with left hand limit
process. If we think the stochastic differential equation of the Levy
process Xt, which is denoted as

d<pt=X(<pt-, dt), ( 1.7)
then the solution is defined by the right continuous with left hand
limits ~s, t-adapted process <Pt which satisfies

<Ps, t (x) =x+5:X (<Pr-(X) , dr). (1.8)

H. Infinitesimal generators of Levy :flows

In this section, we will meet the Cm-valued Levy- process, the G;;;
valued Levy process, the Gm-valued Levy process, and the infinitesimal
generator of Levy flow. But we will omit the proofs of Propositions,
because we can get them from [lJ and [3J. Suppose we are given a
system (a, b, lJ, U) satisfying (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4). We will
introduce the following hypothesis.

(Cm, I) b(x) = (bi(x» belongs to C~.

(Cm, H) a (x, y)=(aii(x, y» belongs to C~.

(Cm, I) The measure 1) is supported by C~. Further, there is
a set UcC'h such that u (uc) <00 and

supf IDY(x) I2lJ (df) <00 for all Ik\5.m.
z ~u

Then we can get the following results.

PROPOSITION H. 1. Assume that the characteristics (a, b, lJ, U) satisfy
the above conditions (Cm, I), (Cm, H) and (Cm, I). Then there is
an Cm-1-valued Levy process X t with characteristics (a, b, lJ, U) .

Define the metric Pm as
Pm(f, g)=~p(DY, Dkg) , f, gECm, (H.1)

lil";,,.

where P is the compact uniform metric
co 1 sup Jf(x) -g(x) I

(f ) - ~ Izl,,;N (H 2)
P , g - N=12N 1+suplf(x) -g(x) I ' .

[zl,,;N

then the space (Cm, Pm) is a Frechet space with the metric Pm'
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Let us define the product of two elements f and g of C (Rd ; Rd)
by the composition fog of the maps. Then C(Rd; Rd) becomes a
topological semigroup by the topology p. We denote the semigroup
by G+. Further, denote by G~ the sub-semigroup of G+ consisting of
Cm-maps. Then it is again a topological semigroup by the metric Pm.
We will call the G~-valued Levy process as the Levy flow of cm-maps.

PROPOSITION ll. 2. Assume that the characteristics (a, b, v, U) of
the Cm-valued Levy process X t satisfy (Cm, I), (cm, ll) and (cm,
m). Then the solution 'Pt of the equation (I. 8) of the Cm-valued Levy
process X t defines a Levy flow 'Pt of Cm-Lmaps (G~-I-valued Levy
process) .

From the above proposition, the associated Levy process X t is called
the infinitesimal generator of the Levy flow f!!e. and the flow f!!t is said
to be generated by the Cm-valued Levy process X t •

Denote by G the totality of the maps fEG+, which are homeomor
phisms f: Rd_Rd, define the metric

d(f, g) =p(f, g) +p(f-l, g-l) , (ll. 3)
then the space (G, d) is a topological subgroup of G+. The G-valued
Levy process is called the Levy flow of homeomorphisms. If we define

d m(f, g) =Pm (f, g) +Pm (f-1, g-l) , (ll. 4)
then the subspace (Gm, dm) of (G, d) is also a topological group.
Thus we can define the Gm-valued Levy process similarly as the G~

valued Levy process.
Now, for Proposition 1l.3 below, we will define the followings.

The correction term C (x, t) of X t is a continuous function such that
1

C(x, t)=2"tc(x), (1l.5)

where c(x) = (ci (x» is m-times continuously differentiable and

ci (x) = t ':>.0 i aij (x, y) 1.1;x' (ll. 6)
';1 uy

The following condition also will be used.
(Cm, In v is supported by {f; f+idEGm}. Further, set j=id-

U+id)-l and 0= {f; IIJllm::;;l}, then v[(O)cJ<oo and for xERd,

foIDY(x) J2v (df) <00,
f ID1ef(x)-DY(x) !v(df) <00.

Ju,..,o
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PROPOSITION H. 3. Assume that the characteristics (a, b, v, U) of
Xt satisfy (cm, 0, (Cm, H), (cm, I) and (Cm, rn. Further
assume that the correction term C is a Cm-function such that IICllm<oo.
Then the solution of the equation (1.8) defines a Gm-Lvalued Levy
process.

Let <Ps, t be a Gm-valued Levy process with starting time s, and <p;)
be a inverse map of <Ps,t. Then it has also the independent increments
and the multiplicative property to the backward direction;

<P;:-;=<P;:-~ 0 <pt,";, for sstSu. (H. 7)
Hence <p;:-i can be regard as a Gm-valued Levy process to the backward
direction. Thus we will call <P~~ as the backward Levy flow, and there
exists a Cm-valued Levy process Xt such that

<p;:-i(x)=x-J:X(<P;::~(x), df), (H.8)

where the right hand side is the backward stochastic integral. The
Xt is called the infinitesimal generator of the inverse flow <P;:l, and
sometimes called as the conjugate of Xt.

Now, we will think the main subject of this section. Let <Ps,t(x),
Osssts T be a Levy flow of homeomorphism (G-valued Levy process).
Set <Ps. t (x(n) = (<Ps, t (Xl)' <Ps, t (X2), "', <Ps, t (xn». Then for each fixed s
and x(n), the n-point motion <Ps, t(xCn) , tEes, T] is a stochastic
process starting at xCn) at time s, and has a Markov property with
respect to filtration {~s,t ; Osssts T}.

Let Co Cn) :=Co(Rntl ; R) be the set of all bounded continuous functions
F on Rntl such that F(x)~O as Ixl~oo. Then it is a Banach space
with the supremum norm. For each sst and FEC<;J, define the linear
operator

Ts~"lF(x Cn) =E[F(<Ps,t(x(n))],

then it is a bounded continuous function on Rnd, and the family of
linear operators {Ts~~); Osssts T} satisfies the semigroup property;
For any sstsu and FEC<;J, Ts~"jF=Tt~"joTs~~JF, by the Markov pro
perty of the n-point motion. Thus the semigroup Tt == TO:1l, tE [0, T]
has the Feller property.

Let <Ps,to OssstsT be a Gm-valued Levy process and Jt(x(n) be
the Jacobian matrix of the flow <Po, t (x (n) == <Pt (x Cn) • Then the flow

(<pt (x Cn) , Dl:<Pt(xCn)x<k>; Ikl sm)

:= (<pt (X Cn) , Jt(XCn)y'il, Jt(XCn)Y2Cn), "', Jt(xCn)y~J,
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J Hx(n») z'{'), "', n (X(n»)Z~·~d' .", J7 (x(n)) )w~':l)

is a Markov process on BM. Hence for a fixed (x(n), x<i>; Ikl :S;;m)=(x(n), Y'{')"', Y~), zia), "', ZJ~d' "', w~':l), it is a Feller process if
we define the semigroup of it by

T7·(n)F(x(n), x<i>; Ikl :S;;m)=E[F(<pt(x(n)),

Di<pt(x(n))x<i> ; Ikl :S;;m)J.

Thus we can introduce the following conditions.

CoNDITION 1. For a compact subset KcBM, define the subset
CK(BM) of CO(BM ; B). Then for any FECK(BM), there is a linear
operator .I2m such that

lim T":F-F - .I2mF.
110 t

Further, .12mF is Holder continuous.

CoNDITION 2. Set Fe (x) =:F(x+c). Then {.I2mFe} and {.I2mFn are
uniformly bounded with respect to c.

On the other hand, on Cm =cm(Bd ; Bd), define the point process
associated with the Levy flow <Ps. t by

Np(t, E) =L;XE(.d<ps-.s(x)),
.,;./

where .t1<ps-. s(x) =<Ps-.s(x)-x and E is a Borel subset of Cm. Then it
is a time homogeneous Poisson point process. Thus set the intensity
measure vp(l, E) =E[Np(l, E)J as the characteristic measure v(E),
i. e., put v(E) =vp(l, E).

LEMMA 1I.4. Assume Condition 1 and Condition 2, then v({f; Ilfl/m
:s;; e} c) <00 and

Proof. First, think the case of m=O. For FECK, set

M(x, t)=F(<Pt(x))-F(x)-S:.I2F(<Ps-(x))ds, (1I.9)

then M(x, t) is a V-martingale. It is also bounded martingale and
satisfies

<M(x, t) >=S: (.I2F2_2F.I2F) (<Ps-(x) )ds.

Let M(x, t)=Mc(x, t)+Md(x, t) be Mayer's decomposition, where
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Md (x, t) =JuS: {F[SOs-(x) +f(SOs-(x)) ]-F(SOs-(x)) }Np(ds, df).

and Mc(x, t)=M(x, t)-Md(x, t). From the facts (Md (x, t)s.(M
(x, t) and

(Md (x, t)=Jut {F[SO...... (x) +f(SOs-(x))] -F(SOs-(x)) Fds)) (df) ,

we get the inequality

J[F(x+f(x)) -F(x)J2V (df) s. (.I!.F2_2F.I!.F) (x)

<00 for any FECK• ( Jl.10)
By the mean value theorem, the left hand side of (n. 10) IS

J[F(x+f(x)) -F(X)]2)) (df) =JI ti :~ (x+O(f(x) -x))fi(x) 1
2v(df)

for some O. For fixed xo, there is a function F of CK such that

Cli'fl/.~)f(xo)1
2v(df) s.JI~ ~~ (xf.j+O(f(xo) -xo))P(xo) 1

2v(df)

holds for some C1>0. Thus we get that for each x,

r IDlf(x) 12v (df) <00.
JI/fl/.~t

Similarly as above, we can show that for some constant C2 and some

C2 ' SUpr If(xo+c) 12v(df) s.sup(.I!.F~-2Fc.I!.Fc)(xo) <00.
c ~I/fl/.~t C

This proves the result.
On the other hand, the stochastic integral

N(x, t) J:M(SO;~(x), dr)

is well defined. It is a C-valued martingale and a C-valued Levy
process. Thus it is right continuous with left hand limits with respect
to the strong topology of C. Hence # {s ; II.dSOs-.sll ;;:;:e} is finite. This
implies that v({f; IIfH s;: e} c) <00.

Second, we will think the case of m;;:;:1. Let
F(x, x<I>; Ikl s.m) be a Cl-function. Set

M(x, x<l>, t; Ikl s.m) =F(SOt(x), DISOt(x)x<l>; Ikl s.m)

-F(x, x<I>; Ikl s.m) -J:.I!.mF(SOr(X) , DISOr(x)x<l>; Ikl s.m)dr.

Then M is a square integrable martingale. Thus we get the assertion
similarly as above.

LEMMA n. 5. Set Ue= {fEC;: ; IIfllms.e}. Then for any x,
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I;(J<;Os_.sCX))2<00 a.s.
sSt

263

if and only if for each x and Ikl5:m, v(U~)<oo and

s~PSuelDkf(x) 1
2v(df) <00. (M.ll)

Proof. We will show only the case of m=O. Suppose (M .11) is
satisfied. Then from the fact, we see that for O<e' <e,

o<"$I,,~,,(x)I<,1 J<;os-.sCx) 1
2=f f(x)2Np(t, df). (M .12)

Ue-U'

On the other hand,

fue_ue,!(X)2N p(t, df)

is finite-valued localmartingale. Then there is an increasing sequence
r n i 00 such that

fue_u)f(x) )2Np(rno df) <00 for any n,

because of finiteness and <;OS,I(X) is cadlag. Then because f(x) IS mar
tingale, we get that

Le_ue/(x) 2Np(rni\t, df)

is martingale with mean O. If we take the expectation, then

E[fue_ue/(x)2N p(rni\t, df)] =E[(rni\t)v(Ue- Ue·)].

If we tend to infinite and zero, i. e. 7l~00 and e'~O, then

E[f fex)2Np(t, df)] =E[tv(Ue)1
Ue

=tv(Ue) <00

by (M. 11). Thus we get from the relation (M. 12),
1; I J<;os-, s(x) 1

2<00. a. s. fdt any x.
s'!{,t, 1.4Il',_.,(x)I <£

Further, suppose that v(U~)<00. Then from the fact
E[Np(t, U~)J =tv(U~)<00,

we get that
Np(t, U~) <00, a. s..

This means that {s; IL1<;os-. s(x) I :2 e} is a finite set. Therefore
1; (J<;os-. s (x) ) 2 exists a. s.. Thus we get
,$/

1; 1L1<;os-.s(X) \2<00, a. s..
,$/

Conversely suppose that
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I: (Ll'Ps-. s(x) ) 2<00 a. s. for any x.
s';;t

Then there exists a sequence of stopping times {'rn} such that 'rniT
and

I: 1L1'Ps-,s(X) 1
2

s::;;:r:-, 14tp6-#. (x) ! <e

is bounded a. s. Thus it IS Integrable and we get for any x,

E[C If(x) 12v(dfhnJ =E[C f(X)2Np('r, df)J<oo.JUe JUe
Therefore, we get the iequality (n. 11). On the other hand, since
{s; ILl'Ps-.• (x) I:?e} is a finite set, we get

tv(U:) =E[Np(t, U:) J<00,
and thus Np(t, U~) is finite. This implies that v(U~)<00.

Let {hn(x)} be a sequence of the functions of CK(R)M such that
hn(x)=x for Ixl ~n.

Then by the sense of bounded convergence, the following limits

Ai,! (x, y) =lim It E[ (h~ ('Pt (x» -h~ (x» (h~ ('Pt (y» -h~ (y» J,
t10

bn(x) =1im It E[hn('Pt(x» -hn(x)J
no

exist. If we put 'Pn(x, t) =hn('Pt(x», then 'Pn(x, t) IS a bounded
semimartingale. Thus it is decomposed as

'Pn(x, t) =x+Mn(x, t) +J:bn('Pr-(x»dr,

where M(x, t) is a martingale such that

<M; (x, t), Mt(y, t»=f;A~('Pr-(X), 'Pr_(y»dr.

LEMMA n. 6. If we define the function ai1(x, y) as

aHx, y)=k1(x, y)_f [h~(x+f(x»-h~(x)J[h~(y+f(y»
Je-

-h~ (y)Jv(df),
then it does not depend on n.

Proof. If n:?m, then we get

hn(hm(x»=hn(x) =x if Ixl ~m.
Thus hn((jJm (x, t»='P,,(x, t). If we put O"m=inf {t>O; j'Ptl :?m},
then we get 'Pm (x, t)='P,,(x, t) if t<O"m. Therefore, M~(x, t)=
M:" (x, t) if t<O"m, and thus ai1=aiJ.. Thus aii(x, y) does not depend
on n if lxi, Iyl ~n.
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Let Mn(x, t) =M~ (x, t) +M~ (x, t) be the orthogonal decomposition
of the martingale part, where

M~(x, t)=f St[hn(~r_+f(~r-))-hn(~r_)JNp(dr,df).Jcm 0

Then there exists the nonnegative definite Cm-function a(x, y) such
that jJaJI;;;<oo and

<M:i(x, t), M:i (y, t)=f:aij(~r-(X), <Pr-(y)) dr.

Also, from the M~ (x, t),

<M~i(X, t), Mt!j(y, t)=f St[h~(~s_(x)+f(~s_(x)))-h~(~s_(x))J
c· 0

. [h~ (~s-(Y) +f(~s-(Y))) -h~ (~s-(Y)) JNp(ds, df).

THEOREM n. 7. Assume that Condition 1 and Condition 2 hold, and
~s.t(x) is a Gm-valued Levy process. Then there is a Cm-Lvalued Levy
process X t such that

~s.t(x)=x+s:X(~s.r-(x), dr).

Proof. We will show only the case of m=l. Let F(x) be a C2
function with compact support. If we set ~n(x, t) =hn(~(x, t)), then
F(~t(x)) =F(~n(x, t)) if n is large. Since ~n(x, t) is a semimartin
gale, if Di denotes the derivate of i-th coordinate, we have by Ito
formula

F(~t) =F(x) +i~S:DiF(~r-(x))d~~(x, r)

+ ~f:i,tpiDjF(~r-(X))d<~~(X, r), ~1.(x, r)
d

+1:: [F(~s(x)) - F(~s- (x)) - 1::DiF(~s_(x) )L1~~ (x, s)J,
sSt i=1

and F(~t (x)) is a semimartingale, where L1~~ (x, s) =h~ (~s) -h~ (~s-)

and

<~~(x, t), ~1.(y, t)=f:aij(~r-(x), ~r-(y))dr
by Lemma n. 6. If we set

Y(x, t)=F(~t(x))-F(x),

Yn(x, t) =hn(~t(x))-hn(x),
then they arc C-valued semimartingales, and we get

f: y (~;~(x), dr) =i~f:DiF(x)Y: (~~(x),dr) + ~ i,tlDiDjF(X) aij (x, x)t
d

+ 1:: [F(~s- s(x)) - F(x) - 1::DiF(x) (h~ (~s- s(x)) -h~ (x) )J.
s'St' ;=1 t'
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(n .13)
Since F(h.. (x» =F(x), we have F('Ps-,s(x» =F(h.. (({Js-,s(x») for large
n. Thus by the mean value theorem, the larst term of (n. 13) is
dominated. Indeed, by Lemma. n. 5,

I~DiDjF(x, t) [h~('Ps-,s(x» -h~ (x)][h! ('Ps- sex»~ -h! ('Ps-.s(x»] I
~t '

sL~ Ips-, s(x) -xI 2,
s5:t

and ~ I'Ps-,s (x) -x 12<00, because {h..} is uniform Lipschitz continuous
i e.

Ih.. (x) -h.. (y) IsLlx-yl,
whewe L is a Lipschitz constant. Therefore the last member of (n.
13) converges to

4

~[F('Ps-,s (x» -F(x) - ~DiF(x) ('P~.s(x) -xi)].
sSt ;=1

Consequently,

limJt D'F(x) Y; ('P;2(x), dr)
n_oo 0

exists. Since this is valid for any CLfunction F of compact support,
we get that there exists X(x, t) such that

limft Y.. ('P~~(x), dr) =X(x, t).
n_oo 0

It is a semimartingale process with independent increments. Therefore
it satisfies

s: Y('P~~(x), dr) =~S:DiF(x)Xi(x, dr) + ~ •.~lDiDiF(x)aij(x, x)t
4

+~ [F('Ps-.s(X» -F(x) -.~DiF(x)(h~ ('Ps-,s(x» -h~ (x»].
sSt ,=1

(n .14)
The left hand side, and the second and third terms of the right hand
side of (n .14) are continuous in x. Therefore X (x, t) is continuous
in x. Hence X(x, t) is a C-valued Levy process. Further, from (n.
14),

F('Pt(x» -F(x) =.tS:DiF('Pr_(x) )Xi('Pr_(x) , dr)

+ ~ •.~J:DiDjF('Pr-)aij('Pr-(x), 'Pr-(x»dr
4

+ ~[F('Ps) -F('Ps-) - ~DiF('Ps-)L1'Pn.
sSt ;=1

This show that X(x, t) is the infinitesimal generator of 'Pt(x).
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COROLLARY H. 8. The X(x, t) of Theorem H. 7. is represented a.~

X (x, t) =Mc(x, t) +b(x)t+fJ:k(f(x»Np(ds, df)

-+ ff: (i-k) (f(x»Np(ds, df),

where k(x) is a continuous smooth function with compact support such
that k(x) =x if Ix I :::;;c, i is an identity function and MC (x, t) is a

Brownian motion with covariance aij (x, y).

Proof. Set

Xn(x, t)=f:Yn(~;-.2(X), dr).

Then by the above theorem, it is a C-valued Levy process. Thus it
is represented as

Xn(x, t) =M~ (x, t) +bn(x)t+ff:Chn(x+ f(x)) -hn(x)]Np(dr, df)

+ fJ:Chn(x+ f(x) -hn(x)]Np(dr, df).

Since <M~ (x, t), M~ (y, t)=a(x, y)t, MC (x, t) does not depend
on n. It is a Brownian motion. Therefore M~ (x, t) =Mc(x, t).
Further the small jump part of the equation;

fS:kChn(x+f(x) -hn(x)]Np(dr, df)

converges to

because of

f Ck(x+ f(x)) -k(x) ]2v (df) :::;; L2flf(x) 12v(df)

and v( {f; If I<2c}) <00. The big jump part;

SS: (i-k) [hn(x+ f(x» -hn(x)]Np(dr, df)

converges to

ff: (i-k) (f(x»Np(dr, df).

Since Xn(x, t) converges, also {bn(x)} converges to b(x). Therefore,
we get the assertion of CoroaIIy.
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I. Asymptotic properties of Levy flows

§ 1. Measure preserving Levy flows

Assume that the Levy flow CPs. t is temporally homogeneous. Thus
a(x, y), b(x) do not depend on t and the semigroup of the n-point

motion satisfies Ts~~) = To:nl_s(== T/::Ys) •

Let II be a Borel measure on Rd. For a continuous function F, set

II(F) = fF(x) 71: (dx) ,

if the integral is well defined. Let rtll (Rd) be the set of all probability
measure on Rd. Then it is a complete metric space by the weak
topology. Next, let rtl (Rd) be the set of all Borel measure on Rd.
T.hen it is a complete metric space by the vague topology. A sequence
{IIn} of rtl(Rd) is said to converge to II vaguely if the sequence{IIn

(F)} converge to II(F) for any FEC(Rd), where C(Rd) is the space
of all continuous functions over Rd with compact supports equipped
with the uniform topology.

Now let II be an element of rtl (Rd). For each t and w, we define
the image measure of II by the maps CPt(·)(w) and cp~l(·)(W) by

cp~I(II) (A) ==II(cpt(A», cpt(II) (A) ==II(cp-;I(A» , AE£(Rd),
respectively. Then these can be regard as the stochastic processes with
values in rtl(Rd). We want to study the asymptotic properties of the
process cp-;I(II) and cpt(II) as t~oo.

The flow CPt is called II-expanding if cp-;I(II) (A) increases with t a.
s. for any A of~. The flow is called II-shrinking if cp-;I(II) (A) is
decreases with t a. s. for any A of ~. If it is II-expanding and II-sc
hrinking, then the flow is called II-preserving. In particular, it is
called incompressible if it preserves the Lebesgue measure.

In the following, we will assume that the Levy process satisfies
(cm, I), (cm, n) and (cm, I). Let Jt(x) be the Jacobian matrix
of CPt(x). Then by the formula of the change of variables, we have

f F(y)dy=f F(cpt(x» Idet(Jt(x» Idx a. s.,
9'tCA) A

for any continuous function F. Therefore, if the measure II has a
strictly positive density function 71: (x) , the image measure cp-;l(II)
satisfies
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q;;l(H) (A) =H(q;t(A»

=1 n(y)dy
lOt (A)

= fAn(q;t(X» Idet(Jt(x» Idx a. s.

=fAn (q;t (x» ldet(Jt(x» Intx) n(dx).
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a(x, t) =n (q;t (x» \det(Jt(x» Infx) •

Then a (x, t) is called a Radon-Nikodym density of the measure q;-;1 (H)
with respect to H.

If q;t(x) is a Levy flow, then there is a Cm-valued Levy process
X(x, t) satisfying (cm, I), (cm, n) and (cm, I) such that the
flow q;t is governed by the Ito's stochastic differential equation based
on X(x, t):

(j)t(x) =x+S:X(q;s-(x) , ds),

where Np=Np-Np, in our case, Np«O, t], df) =tv(df), and

Xt(x) =X~ (x) +( f(x)Np«O, t], df) +( f(x) Np«O, t], df).Ju Juc

If we put
X~ (x) =X~ (x) -ct (x) ,

where C is the correction term of Xc, then we can think the corresp
onding Stratonovich's stochastic differential equation based on Xc (x, t),
and thus we get the Levy flow of the form;

q;t(x) =x+J:XC(q;., ods) +J:Juf(q;s-) Np(ds, df)

+f' r f(q;s-) Np(ds, df).JoJuc

We denote by

then we get the followings.

LEMMA 1.1.1. The determinant of Jacobian matrix det(Jt) of the
Levy flow q;t(x) is given by

det (Jt) = 1+J:det (Js) div (Xc) (q;., ods)
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and

+ f:fudet(Js-) {det(Jf+I) (f/Js-) -I}Np(ds, df)

+f:fucdet (Js-) {"} N p(ds, d f) .

+ f:fudet(Js-) {det(Jf+ I) (f/Js-) -I-div(f) (f/Js-) }ds')) (df) ,

(1.1)
where Jf is the Jacobian matrix of the map f, and I is the identity
matrix.

Proof. From the Levy flow:

f/J~ (x) =xi+ S:xei(f/Js-(X) , ods)

+ PS ji(f/Js_(x»Np(ds, df) +PS ji(f/Js-(X»Np(ds, df),Jo u Jo uc

we get the following by the diffeomorphisms,

Of/J~ _ d St oXei of/J~
~-Oij+ I:~ (f/Js-, ods)~
u~ ~o~ u~

d itS aji Of/J~- -+ L: 'Si (f/Js-)~Np(ds, df)
1=1 0 U uX (Ix)

dIll oJi Of/J~+ I: -;;rz (f/Js-)~Np(ds, df).
1=1 0 U C uX ux}

Apply the Ita formula for F(xl, x 2, .", ,xd) =Xl ·X2•••• ,xd (product)

- ( of/J~ of/J~ )X t - aXil' "', Oxid ), then
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d (J) - '\' (1, 2, 3, ... , d) o~] o~~ o~~
et I - LJ e"1"2 'd ~~ ••'~d '

(jl.jl.·.·,id ) t, l, .... , t ux' uxt ux'

thus multiply e (0') to each term of the above and sum up for all i 1,

i2, ••• , id. Then we obtain

det (JI) = 1+f:det (Js) div (Xc) (~s> odss)

+ f:L {det ([ (I+Jf) (~-) ] J s-) -det (Js-)} Np(ds, df)

+ftJ {!I }Np(ds, df)
o uc

+ f:1u{det ([ (I+Jf) (~s-) ] J s-) -det (Js-)

-div (f) (~s-) det (Js-) }ds)) (d f).
From this, we get the result.

THEOREM m. 1. 2. The density a(x, t) is represented by

a (x, t) =exp[ft_(1) div (7rXc) (9s> ods)
o 7r ~s

- (if (1) diV(7rf) (9s-)ds)) (df)J0 U 7r 9s-

+flf {7r(9s-+f(~s-»det(Jf+ 1 )(9s-)-1}dS))(df)
o U 7r(~s-)

+J:L {!I} Np(ds, df)

+ es {II }Np(ds, df)]Jo uc

X n 7r/9 s\ detJ (9s-. s) (9s-) exp[1- 7r/9 s\ detJ(9s-. s> (9s-)].
,,; I 7r c,os- 7r 9s-

(m.2)

Proof. From the Levy flow 91(x), we get from the Ita formula,
d rl 07r 0 •

7r(9t) =7r(x) +i~JO OXi (9s)XCl (9s, ods)

+ f:L {7r (9s- +f(9s-» -7r (c,os-) }N p(ds, df)

+flf {!I} Np(ds, df)
o uc

+ f:L {7r (~s-+f(c,os-» -7r (c,os-) - f/i (9s-) ~;i (9s-)} ds))(df).

(m.3)
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On the other hand, by Ita formula, we have .

x (9't) det (Jt) =x(x) +f:det (Js-) dx (9's) + J:x (9's-)d[det(Js) ]

+ <x (9't) c, det (Jt) c) + 'L..dx (9't) .ddet (Jt).
sS-t

Substitute (I. 1) and (I. 3) to the above. Then we get
x (9't) det (Jt) =x(x)

It dOX o. It 0

+ odet(Js) ti ox; (9's)Xc'(9'" ods) + odet(Js) x (9's) div (Xc) (([J" ods)

+ f:Judet(Js-) {x (9's-+1(9's-» -x(9's-)

+x(([Js-) [det(I+JI) (9's-) -I]} Np(ds, dl)

+ re f det(Js_){" }Np(ds, dl)
JoJuc

+ f:Judet(Js-) {x (([Js-+1(9's-» -x (([Js-) - t/i(([Js-) ~;i (([Js-)

+x (([Js-) det (JI+1) (([Js-) -x (([Js-) -x (([Js-) div (I) ((()s-) }dsv(dl)

+ftf [x (([Js-+I (([Js-) ) -x ((()s-)]
o uuuc

. [det(Js_) (det(JI+l) ((()s-) -1) ]Np(ds, dl)

=x(x) +ftx (([Js-) det (Js-) [_(1) div(xXc) (([J" ods)
o x ({)s

+f {x(([Js-+f(({)s-» det(Jf+l) (({)s-)-l}Np(ds, df)
Ju x (([Js-)

+1 {"}Np(ds, df)
uc

+ f {x (([Js-) + f(({)s-» det (JI+ 1) (({)s-) -1
Ju x (({)s-)

(1 ) div(x/) (([Js-)}dsv(dl)].
x ({)s-

The above equation can be regarded as a linear integral equation for
x ((()t) det (Jt). The solution is then represented as Theorem I. 1. 2
by the Doleans-Dade exponential formula.

If we put

lex) = xtx) {div[x(b-c)] (x) - fudiv(xf) (x) v (df) },

then we get the following results.

THEOREM 1.1.3. Let x(x) be a strictely positive CLlunction suck
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that D(dx) =n(x)dx. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(i) 'Pt (D) is D-preserving.

(ii) div{nXc} (x) -f/iv(nf) (x)v(df) =0, and

n(x+f(x»det(I+Jf) (x) =n(x), for all fESuPP(v).

(iii) ~ O:i {n(x)aij(x, y)}=O, l(x) =0, and

n(x+f(x»det(I+Jf) (x) =n(x), for all fESupp(v).
(iv) Let D<n) be the n-product of measure D, and t,cn) be the linear

operator of the n-point motion of the backward Levy flow 'P;l(X). Then
for every n, {t?)} is an adjoint semigroup of {T,cn)} with respect to
the measure D<n), i. e.

f (T,cn) F) GdD<n) = f (t?)G) FdD<n)

holds for any bounded measurable functions F and G on Rd with compact
supports.

(v) D is an invarient measure of the one-point motion and D®D is an
invarient measure of the two-point rrwtion.

Pr-oof. (i)~ (ii). Note that 'Pt is D-preserving if and only if
a(x, t) =1 holds for any t a. s. for every x. Therefore from Theorem
ill. 1. 2, (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

(ii)~ (iii). From the conditions (cm, I) and (cm, 11 ), if we
compute the infinitesimal covariance of div (nX) and X, and the
infinitesimal mean of div (nX), then we get the relation of (iii).

(iii)~(iv). First we think the one-point motion. If we put y=
'Pt (x), then we get X='P;l(y) and dy=d['Pt(x)J=det(Jt(x»dx. If
'Pt(x) is n-preserving, then from the Radon-Nikodym density, we get

n(x)a(x, t) =n('Pt(x»det(Jt(x»,
n(x) =n('Pt(x»det(Jt(x» ,

because of a(x, t) =1. Thus we get

f f ('Pt (x» g (x) n (x) =dxff('Pt (x» g (x) n ('Pt (x) )det (Jt (x» dx

= ff(y)g('P;l(y»n(y)dy.

Taking the expactation, then for any bounded measurable function f
and g on Rd, we get

f [T,cl)f(x) Jg(x) D(dx) = f [T,(l)g(y) Jf(y)D(dy).
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By the Mathematical induction, we get the n-poit motion;

r·Jfl (qJt (Xl» gl (Xl) "'fn (qJt (Xn» gn (Xn) n:(Xl) ."n: (Xn)dXl···dxn

=r·Jfl (Yl) gl (qJ;-1 (Yl» "'fn (Yn) gn (qJ;-1 (Yn» n:( Yl) •••

."n: (Yn) dYc·dYn'
Taking the expactation, then we get

r·JT?l(f&9f20···0fn) (Xl···Xn) (g10g20···0gn) (Xl···Xn)

. n:0n (dXl,··dxn)

=r·J1'.cnl (g10···@gn) (Yl"'Yn) (f10f20"'0fn) (Yl"'Yn)

.n:0n (dYl···dYn).
Thus we get the result.

(iv)~(v) is trivial. For the proof of (v)~(i), suppose that U and
U0U are invarient measure of {T/D

} and {T?l}, respectively. Then
for every continuous function g on Bd with compact support, we have
by the same method of Browaian flow case that for every t>O,

E[ (L.rg(qJt(x» -g(x) }n:(dx) YJ=O.
This implies that

fg(<]Jt(x»U(dx) =fg(x)U(dx) a. s.

Therefore qJt(x) is U-preserving.

§ 2. Asymptotic behaviors of (j);-I(D)

We will consider the. asymptotic behaviors of qJ;-I(D) in case that
qJt(x) is not n:-perserving. We assume that the transition probability
Pt (x, .) has a sttictelypositive continuous density function Pt (x, y).
Therefore we can apply the recurrence-transience dichotomy. Thus
if we put

m(f)(x) n:(x;c~~x» det(Jf+I) (x) -1,

then we get the following result.

THEOREM 1.2.1. Let n:(x) be a strictely positive CLfunction such
that D(dx) =n:(x)dx. Then we get;

(i) (a) <]Jt(x) is U-expanding if and only if ~ O:i {n:(x)aij (x, y)}
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=0, lex) 20 and

mU) (x) 20 and fum(f) (x) (v) (df) <00, for all x and fESupp(v).

(b) 'Pt(x) is D-schrinking if and only if ~ O:i {n-(x)aii(x, y)} =0,

lex) ::s;o and

m(f) (x)::s;o and f) m(f) (x) IV(df) <00, for all x and fESupp(v).

(ii) Assume that the one-point motion is recurrent in the sense of
Harris. Then we get;

(a) If 'Pt (x) is D-expanding but is not D-preserving, then 'P-;l (D) (A)
increases to infinity a. s. as t i 00 if 0 (A) >0.

(b) If 'Pt (x) is D-schrinking but is not D-preserving, then 'P-;l (D) (A)
decreases to °a. s. as t i 00 if 0 (A) <00.

(iii) Assume shat the one-point motion is transient. Then we get;
(a) If 'Pt(x) is O-expanding and

l:~[l(x)+fum(f) (x)v(df) J>O,
then 'Pt-1 (D) (A) increase to infinity a. s. as t i 00 if D (A) >0.

(b) If 'Pt (x) is D-expanding and

lex) +Lmm(f) (x)v(df)

is of compact support, then 'P-;l (D) (A) increases to a finite valued random
variable a. s. as t i 00 if 0 (A) <00.

(c) If 'Pt (x) is D-schrinking and

!~~Cl(x)+fum(f) (x)v(df)J<O,

then 'P-;l (D) (A) decrease to °a. s. if 0 (A) <00.
(d) If 'Pt (x) is D-schrking and

lex) +f m(f) (x)v(df)cm
is of compact support, then 'P-;l (D) (A) decreases to a strictely positive
random variable a. s. as t~oo if D(A) >0.

Proof. (i) (a) By Theorem m. 1. 2, 'Pt is D-expanding if and only
if

div(n-Xc) (x, t) +tfuCm(f) (x) -div(n-f) (x)]).) (df)

+f m(f) (x) Np(t, df) +f m(f) (x) N p(t, df)v vc
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is an increasing process. Thus it is equivalent to (a).
(b) A similar fact is valid for D-schrinking flow.
(ii) (a) If ([Jt(x) is D-expanding but not D-preserving, then lex) is

not identically 0 or fume!) (x)))(d!) is not identically 0 for some

bounded set U. Then we have

f~l«([Js(x))ds=oo a. s. for any x

if l (x) is not identically 0, or

f~fum(!) «([Js(x))))(d!)ds=oo a. s. for any x

iffum(!) (x))) (d!) is not identically O. Since

a (x, t) ~exprel(~s_(x))ds+Pf m(f) (~s_(x))Np(ds, d!)}
~o Jo cm

X TI [m(iI([Js_,s) (~s-(x)) +l]exp[-m (ilrps-,s) (~s-(x))J
$5;.

~exp{ftl«([Js_(x))ds}TI [m(iI~s-s) (~s-(x)) +lJ,
o $5;'

where iI([Js-,s(x) =~s-,s(x) -x, we get that
lim a(x, t) =00•
•• =

Thus ~;l(D) (A) increases to infinity for any x as t i 00.

(b) The assertion can be proved similarly as (a).
(iii) Consider the class that of she one-point motion is transient.
(a) If

~~~[l(x)+fume!) (x))) (d!) J>o,
then we get

S=[l(~s)+ r m(f) «([Js-))) (d!) Jds= 00 a. s.
o Ju

Thus we can get the result similarly as (ii).
(b) If

lex) +femme!) (x))) (d!)

is of compact support, then

f:[l(~s)+fume!) «([Js-) ()) (d!) Jds<oo a. s.

Thus, we get the resultsi milarly as above.
(c) and (d) is the apposite case of (a) and (b). Thus we can guess

that it is hold.
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Second, we will discuss the asymptotic behavior of rp-;l (D) in case
that rpt is neither D-expanding nor D-schrinking. The asymptotic
behavior of rp-;l (D) is concerned with the invarient measure of the
Feller semigroup {TPJ}, i. e. the asymptotic property depends crucially
on the ergodic property of the one-point motion. We will first consider
the case that {r.(l)} has an invariant property.

THEOREM 1II. 2. 2. Assume that the semigroup {r?J} has an invarient
probability A. Then we get;

(i) The WI,1(Rd)-valued stochastic process rp-;l(A) converges to an rtll
(Rd) -valued random variable A"" a. s. as t-+(X). It satisfies

E[A",,(A)J=A(A), for every AEtf6(Rd).

(ii) If ~ a: i {n(x)a ij (x, y)} =to or fu[m(f) (x) J2v(df) =to, then

the measure A"" is singular to A a. s..

Proof. (i) From the properties of the flow, we see that
rpo, t =rp., t °rpo, ., soo.J =rpo.~oso;:J.

If A is Til)-invarient, then for any bounded continuous function f on
Rd, we have that

SO-;l (A) (f) =f f(rpo.J (x» A (dx)

= f f(rpo.~oSO;:;(x»A (dx)

= f[foSOo.JJ(rp;:;(x»A(dx),

because rp;:J is independent to i'Jo,. and forpo.J is i'Jo,.-measurable. Thus
if we take the expectation, then

E[rp-;l(A) (f) Ii'Jo,.J = f E[forpo.JJ (rp;:J (x) )A(dx)

= f T2;(forpo.D (x)A(dx)

=f(fOsoo.J) (x) A(dx) =so;l(A) (f),

becase A is T!l)-invariant. Therefore rp-;l (A) (f) is a martingale. From
the martingale convergence theorem,

A",,(f) =lim rp-;l(A) (f)

exists a. s.. By the same terminology of the case of Brownian flow,
A"" is the rtl (Rd) -valued random variable such that
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Aoo(1) =ff(x) Aoo (dx) ,

E[Aoo(f)J =E[9';-1(A) (f)J =A(f),

where A(f) =ffA(dx). Thus E[Aoo(Rd)J =1, and therefore, Aoo is an

rill (Rd) -valued random variable.
(ii) If A is an Ti1'-invarient, then by the same terminology of

the case of Brownian flow, the Radon-Nikodym density a(x, t) of
9';-1 (A) with respect to A is a localmartingale. Then

a (x, t) =1+S:a(x, s-)M(x, ds),

where

M(x, t) =ft (1) div(1/;Y) (9's, ds) +ftf m(f) (9's-)Np (ds, df)
o1/; 9's- 0 cm

is a local martingale andY(x, t) is the martingale part of Xc(x, t).
But it is known that if [M, MJoo=oo a. s., then a(x, 00) =0 for any
x. See D. Lepingle, J. Memin [5J. Now, the condition implies that

<M(x, t)=<f
t

(1 ) div(1/;Y) (9's, ds)+ftf mU) (9's-) N p (ds, df)
o1/; 9's- J0 cm

=f
t

{[1/;(l )]2.~ 0 ~~ jaii(x, y)lx=Y=l?s}dsJ0 9's- ',J-1 X Y

+ S:.fcJm(f) (9's_)]2dsv(df)

tends to infinity as t~oo a. s.. Thus we get <M, M)oo=oo a. s. and
[M, MJoo=oo a. s.. Therefore a(x, 00) =0 a. s. and Aoo is singular
to J1.

§ 3. Asymptotic behaviors of lfJt(U)

In this section, we will consider the asymptotic behaviors of 9't (H)
as t~oo in case of when 9';-1 is not H-preserving. The discussion will
be divided into two cases. First, we will consider in case that the
one-point motion has an invariant probability.

THEOREM m. 3.1. Assume that the matrix {aij (x, y)} is positive
definite. If its one-point motion has an invariant probability A, then
the following assertions hold.

(i) If H is a probability, then for any Borel set AE&(Rd),
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~~n; j,I;eps(D) (A)ds=A(A) a. s.

(ii) If D is an infinite measure, then

lim T1 ITeps(D) (A)ds=oo a. s.
I CO 0

holds for any Borel set AEJ6(Rd) such that A(A»O.

Proof. (i) Note the relation

} I;eps(D) (A)ds =}I;D[ep;l(A)]ds

= }I
T

{I n(y) }dy
o so' CA)

= }I; {tlA(eps(y»n(y)dy}ds

= td{}I;XA (eps(y» dS} D(dy).

If the one-point motion is recurrent, then the integrand of the above
converges to A (A) a. s. as T ---->00 for any y by an ergodic theorem,
i. e.

}I;XA(9s(y»ds---->A(A) a.s. as T---->oo.

If D is a probability, then by the Fubini's theorem we get

td{ }I;XA(eps(y»ds}D(dy)---->A(A) a. s. as T---->oo.

(ii) Suppose next D (Rd) = 00. Let K be any compact subset of Rd.
Then we have

} I;D[ep;l (A) nK]ds=I K { } I;XA(eps(y» dS} D (ds).

If D is a measure, then the above integrand converges to A (A) D (K)
a. s. But since D(K) i 00 as K i Rd, we obtain the second assertion.

Next, we will consider the case that the one-point motion does not
have an invarient probability. In this case we may think that the
one-point motion is transient. It is not assumed also that the conditions
(Cm, I) , (Cm, n) and (Cm, m) hold, and that the condition
{aij (x, y)} is positive definite.

THEOREM m. 3. 2. Assume that one-point motion does not have an
invarient probability. If D is a probability, then

lim 91 (D) (A) =0 in V (P)
t~oo
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holds for any bounded Borel set AcRd.

Proof. Note that the relation
CPt(U) (A) =U[cp;l(A)]

=f U(dy)=f dXA(CPs(y»U(dy).
",;' CA) R

Because the one-point motion does not have the invarient probability,
XA(CPt(X»~O in V(P) for any x as t~oo.

Thus we have the result.
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